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the need

basic training for library staff 
and curators lacking in 

architectural background, whose 
job is to curate collections of 

architectural drawings



proposed response

a two day training course 
including hands-on experience

by-product

a set of notes which would 
constitute a manual for 

ongoing use



proposed scope

the generation of architectural 
drawings

the understanding of architectural 
drawings

the collection of architectural drawings



the generation of architectural drawings

The nature of architectural practice in 
Australia, employees and architectural 

pupils, consultant designers and renderers, 
the process of holding public or private 

competitions, design development, contract 
drawings, calling tenders, specifications and 

contracts, public works and other 
government departments, and the use of 

standardised designs.



the understanding of
architectural drawings

a. drawing types 

b. the media

c. interpreting drawings

d. drafting practices 

e. contract details



the understanding of architectural drawings

a. drawing types

sketch designs

competition drawings

design development & presentation drawings

contract drawings

details

engineering and other associated drawings 



the Bank of Victoria, 251Collins St, Melbourne: second prize winning scheme by 
John Flannagan, 1860 and as built, by A L Smith,1860-1

State Library of Victoria H2004.55-34, BAN 40-1



'Pitt's Buildings‘, Melbourne, by William Pitt,
as proposed 1887, and as modified

State Library of Victoria, Melbourne University Architectural Collection



the understanding of architectural drawings

b. the media

linen
tracing paper
butter paper

Whatmans and other watercolour paper
inks

washes
blueprints
dyelines



the understanding of architectural drawings

c. interpreting drawings

dating and sequence

revisions

section lines & labels

reflected plans

abbreviations & symbols



The Bank of 
Victoria, 251 

Collins Street, 
Melbourne

John 
Flannagan's 
competition 

entry & detail



Australasian Insurance Co, 400 Collins St
by Austin & Ellis, 1865, detail of ground floor plan

State Library of Victoria

(a) what is this?

(b) what is this?

(c) what is this?

(d) what is this?

(e) what is this?



Australasian Insurance Co, 400 Collins St
by Austin & Ellis, 1865, detail of ground floor plan

State Library of Victoria

broken section AB

gas pipe & fittings

speaking tube termini

water supply pipe

stormwater drain below right of way, 
with connections to downpipes



Australasian 
Insurance Co, 
400 Collins St

by Austin & 
Ellis, 1865

detail of 
section AB

State Library of 
Victoria

chimney flue

speaking tubes



'Blackwood‘, Penshurst by Butler & Ussher c 1890-1: detail of speaking tube
Miles Lewis



the 'Rialto', Collins 
Street, Melbourne, by 

William Pitt, c1889
detail of the gallery, 
from William Pitt’s 

drawings

MUAS 3768; State Library of 

Victoria, OFF 2-12



CTA Building, 192 Flinders Street: 1899 photograph; elevation of 
additions by H W & F B Tompkins, 1900;  photo with Commonwealth 

Federation decorations
Leader, 20 May 1899, p 36; Tompkins, Shaw & Evans collection, now in the State Library of Victoria; 

The Traveller, 1 June 1901, p 29



the understanding of architectural drawings

d. drafting practices

tracings

standard colours for materials

hatching for materials

distinguishing new work from existing



the understanding of architectural drawings

e. contract details

variations

contract signatures

using lettering, &c to identify draftsmen

architects and parties to the contract

approvals



contract signatures for shops & dwellings 1 March 1881

expect to find:
• the owner
• the builder
• one or more witnesses, who may be the architect or the actual 

draftsman responsible for the drawings



the collection of architectural 
drawings

[to be offered by curators]

identifying holdings; collection policy and weeding; valuations and tax 
incentives; copyright; flattening, deacidification and other 

conservation measures; storage cabinets and envelopes; cataloguing 
singly and in batches, digitising, links to specifications and other 

documents, engineering drawings &c.



measured drawings and the 
different conventions which apply 

to them

location & site plans

existing and new work

broken sections

reconstructions

details



site notes for ‘Cloyne’, 12 Chapel St, St Kilda, by Low Wei Kiat and Kianson Tay



‘Ascog’, 10 Orrong Rd, Elsternwick, combined roof 
and site plan by Sammi Lian and Qi Yue, 2010



which is up 
and which is 

down?

Eildon, 61 Grey 
St, St Kilda, detail 

of ground floor 
plan by Jason Ng 
and Sim Jeng Han



Clyde Bank House, 22 Vida St, Essendon, details by Gary Ko & Herwin Bunting



Royal Terrace,
1866 photo

La Trobe Collection,
State Library of Victoria

Royal Terrace
east and west elevations

by Stephen Clements
& Jonathan Duggan



practicalities
travel & accommodation for participants

contribution of instructors

hands-on experience

publication of papers

lunch & tea





desiderata
at Melbourne University

risk capital [the Cranbourne Trust]

existing teaching material [Australian Building 
Analysis & Measured Drawing]

teaching spaces with good AV &c

elsewhere
drawings collections: State Library, Public Record 
Office, Melbourne University Archives, RMIT, &c




